ABSTRACT For Holonic-C2 organization-structure generation, a set of methods based on task-cluster clustering and platform-set optimization are proposed. Initially, the mathematical descriptions of the Holonic-C2 organization components are presented, and the characteristics and advantages of the Holonic-C2 organization are analyzed. To address the critical problems of task cluster and platform-set construction in the organization structure, with the equalization of the task resource requirements and platform resource capabilities, the mathematical models for two-stage clustering optimization are established, respectively. The multi-view clustering optimization and neighborhood search artificial bee colony algorithms are proposed and applied, respectively, for solving these mathematical models. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations are performed, and the obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models and algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The command and control (C2) organization [1] , [2] is a task execution consortium formed by the organic association of specific organizational tasks for dealing with specific mission tasks. In the military field, C2 organization refers to a military organization that uses operational resources in an orderly manner to well accomplish the mission.
In recent years, C2-organization structure construction has been the focus of research in the field of command and control. The three-stage organization design method [3] - [5] proposed by the University of Connecticut's Levchuk team and the extended three-stage design method proposed by Yang et al. [6] have been mainly used for the construction of the organization structure. The traditional method decomposes the C2-organization design problem into several sub-problems, designs the relationships among the tasks, platforms, and decision-making entities, and solves the static preplanning between the prewar combat entities. Yu et al. [7] proposed an organization design method based
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on the grouping technology and nested genetic algorithm; using these for war task platform resource scheduling and platform resource matching minimizes the workload of the decision entity, and maximizes the quality of combat mission completion. Präntare et al. [8] studied the problem of forming disjoint coalitions and assigning them to independent tasks simultaneously, and presented an anytime algorithm to solve the simultaneous coalition structure generation and task assignment problem. Tan et al. [9] designed a limited central control hierarchy C2 structure for unmanned warship formation. They derived the operational reward and cost functions to obtain the model constraints, and established a target assignation mode for the cooperative combat of an unmanned warship formation. Wang et al. [10] constructed a network topology model of the C2 organization structure from the perspective of complex network theory, proposed the statistical characteristics of node importance, and constructed the dynamic evolution process of the C2 organization structure based on operational assumptions. Wu et al. [11] defined a measurement method for the decision entity load, established a mathematical model to minimize the workload, proposed an adaptive quantum genetic algorithm for platform VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ clustering, and realized the design of the C2 organization structure. Zhong et al. [12] proposed a staged formation strategy for task clustering-platform matching. A task clustering model with minimum distance and a multi-objective optimization model that minimized the command decision and resource capability costs were constructed and solved.
The continuous evolution of combat styles in the information age poses higher requirements for the agile adaptability of C2 organizations [13] . To adapt to the command and control requirements in a high-confrontation environment, C2 organizations are developing toward a flat structure and the marginalization of rights. In order to effectively avoid the strong coupling of the C2 organizational element relationship caused by the traditional task planning organization structure, this paper proposes a Holonic-C2 organizationstructure generation method based on cluster grouping, which provides a new reference for the C2 organization design. The Holonic-C2 organization structure constructed by clustering is a rough matching relationship (group-to-group) between platform group and task group. The platform-to-task assignment relationship (point-to-point) was studied in [14] .
The core problem to be solved in this article is how to construct a two-tier Holonic-C2 organization structure. The key to constructing this structure is to solve the grouping of the platform, and then to configure the corresponding decision Holon. The grouping of the platforms needs to be based on the needs of the task group. This turns the problem into clustering problems for tasks and platforms. In this paper, we proposed the multi-view clustering optimization algorithm (MVCOA) to solve task clustering problem, and artificial bee colony algorithm based on the neighborhood search (NS-ABC) to solve platform clustering problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Holonic-C2 organization structure. Section 3, analyzes the task-cluster generation method. Section 4 presents the platform-set clustering method. Section 5 discusses the simulation results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. HOLONIC-C2 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
Holon is a unit with autonomy and collaboration capabilities [15] - [18] . It is an entity that includes both ''part'' and ''whole'' attributes, and can be used to transform, pass, store, and validate information and physical objects. It comprises an information processing part and a physical processing part. A Holon can contain other Holon, or it can be part of another Holon [19] , [20] . Autonomy implies that each basic Holon has the ability to self-govern. In the case of external interference, it adjusts itself to adapt to external interference and maintains operational stability. Collaboration refers to the mutual transfer of information between the Holon and common operational tasks, joint planning, and mutual cooperation to complete combat missions [21] , [22] .
A. ELEMENTS OF THE HOLONIC-C2 ORGANIZATION
The elements of the Holonic-C2 organization are the platform Holon, decision Holon, resources, and tasks.
The platform Holon (P) is a physical unit that includes the operational resources of the organization and is a direct participant of the combat mission. The collection of all platform Holons is expressed as P = {P 1 , . . . P j , . . . , P J }, where J is the number of platforms. The resource capability vector of platform Holon,P j, can be expressed as r j = [r j1 , . . . , r jl , . . . , r jL ], where r jl is the number of l-th resources that the j-th platform Holon can provide..
The decision Holon is the basic unit of autonomous decision-making, interaction, and command and control in the Holonic-C2 organization. It can be divided into the operational decision Holon (ODH) and tactical decision Holon (TDH). ODH and TDH are decision-making units at the operational and tactical levels, respectively.
Resources are the inseparable basic capabilities of an organization for the execution of its combat missions. A platform Holon has one or more resource capabilities. For the smooth execution of a task, the resource requirements need to be satisfied. In order to accurately describe the Holonic-C2 organization resource quantity, the number of resources is described in an integer quantized form.
The tasks (T) indicate the actions taken by the C2 organization to achieve its operational objectives. The collection of all tasks is represented as T={T 1 , . . . 
Macroscopically, depending upon the level of command and control, the Holonic-C2 organization can be divided into the operational Holon and tactical Holon. The operational Holon, which is a unit that performs battle-level combat, contains an ODH and several tactical Holons. The tactical Holon, which is a unit that performs tactical operations, contains a TDH and several platform Holons.
The structure of the Holonic-C2 organization is shown in Fig. 1 .
The relationships among the Holonic-C2 organization elements include the command and control relationship between the ODH and tactical Holon, collaboration relationship between tactical Holons, execution relationship between the tactical Holon and task cluster, command and control relationship between the TDH and platforms, and execution relationship between the platforms and tasks.
B. FEATURES OF THE HOLONIC-C2 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
The key processes in the Holonic-C2 organization-structure generation are the task-cluster and platform-set clustering. Initially, according to the initial TDH number, a reasonable task cluster is generated, according to certain rules. Next, using the existing platform capability information, a tactical Holon platform set capable of executing each task cluster is generated, according to the optimization target, satisfying the task cluster requirements. The essence of this organization structure construction method is the clustering of tasks and platforms at the tactical level avoiding the strong coupling of the platform-task assignment relationship to generate the organization structure, and the generation of an adaptive tactical Holon. The Holonic-C2 organization structure builds affiliation between the platform Holon and tactical Holon by clustering, improves the collaboration between the tactical Holon internal platforms, and reduces the collaboration between platforms belonging to different tactical Holons, in an orderly manner. There is strong coupling among the decision unit, platform unit, and task unit matching relationships. This structure has the following advantages, in particular:
1) THE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE IS MORE STABLE
The Holonic-C2 organization structure does not provide a clear implementation relationship between the platforms and tasks. The correspondence between the tactical Holon and task cluster can mostly avoid the strong correlation among the units when the C2 organization structure relies on the resource scheduling plan. This can give the C2 organization more adaptive capabilities. When certain emergencies occur, the Holonic-C2 organization can limit the impact of the event to a certain part, while maintaining the stability of the overall structure.
2) THE COOPERATION MECHANISM IS MORE ORDERLY
The collaboration in the Holonic-C2 organization includes the collaboration between the tactical Holon internal platforms and that between the tactical Holons. When a tactical Holon performs the corresponding intracluster tasks, the platform to which the tactical Holon belongs to cooperates for task completion. Each tactical Holon has the ability to independently handle a task. Further, if the tactical Holon cannot handle certain tasks, the ODH is triggered, and there is cooperation among the tactical Holons. This two-layer collaboration mechanism helps to maintain the independence of each tactical Holon, avoiding the requirement for excessive command and control by the tactical Holon due to complex cooperation between platforms.
The formation of the task cluster and the construction of the platform set in the tactical Holon are crucial in the Holonic-C2 organization structure. Based on the construction of the platform set, the TDH and OHD are then configured accordingly. Therefore, this paper uses cluster grouping and modeling optimization to generate the structural relationship of the Holonic-C2 organization.
III. TASK-CLUSTER GENERATION METHOD BASED ON MULTIVIEW CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Task-cluster generation is a process of rationally grouping tasks, based on the task information. Divide a large number of tasks into several groups according to certain rules. In general, the task clustering involves the allocation of tasks with similar geographical locations to the same task cluster to reduce resource consumption, when the platform executes these tasks, and improve the task execution efficiency. However, from the perspective of task execution, clustering considering the location of the task alone is not sufficiently comprehensive. For the operational effectiveness of the tactical Holon, the task clusters of each tactical Holon should also be balanced in terms of the task difficulty, i.e., the resource requirements among the task clusters. The requirement should be as balanced as possible. In addition, balancing the resource requirements can reduce the risk of a single tactical Holon being paralyzed by task overload. In summary, Holonic-C2 organization task clustering needs to consider two factors: task location agglomeration and cluster resource balance. Therefore, this paper proposes a taskcluster generation method based on the MVCOA.
A. TASK-CLUSTER CONSTRUCTION METHOD BASED ON LOCATION-INFORMATION CLUSTERING 1) MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Definition 1:
A task cluster is a collection of tasks consisting of a limited number of tasks in a task set. The collection of all task clusters is represented as C =
the set of tasks in the k-th task cluster, and N k is the number of tasks in the k-th task cluster. The resource requirement vector of the k-th task cluster is expressed as
The center location of the task cluster, C k , is Lc k = (Lx c k , Ly c k ). The task-cluster resource requirement vector calculation method is expressed by (1) and (2) .
(1)
Definition 2: The task distance represents the degree of positional difference between tasks; the distance between tasks, T i and T j , is defined as shown in (3) .
where D is the distance between tasks T i and T j , and L i and L j are the geographical location information of tasks T i and T j , respectively. According to the principle of similar task location, the optimization goal of task-cluster generation is to minimize the sum of the Euclidean distances between the tasks and the central position of the task cluster, i.e., to minimize the sum of the squared errors (SSE).
The constraint is depicted by (5):
where x ik represents the decision variable of the task belonging to task cluster,C k . If yes, it is unity; else, it is zero. The decision matrix consisting of x ik is x = [x ik ] I ×K . Eq. (5) indicates that each task can only be assigned to a certain cluster.
2) K-MEANS ALGORITHM
Task clustering based on location information is a typical clustering problem. For the clustering of such two-dimensional data, the K-Means algorithm [23] - [25] a simple method and the clustering effect is good. Therefore, this paper uses the K-Means algorithm for the preliminary clustering of tasks. The basic steps of the K-Means algorithm are shown in Fig. 2 .
B. TASK-CLUSTER OPTIMIZATION METHOD BASED ON RESOURCE REQUIREMENT EQUILIBRIUM
To realize the equalization of the resource requirements of the task cluster, this paper considers the task-cluster resourcerequirement mean vector as the basis for evaluation. The closer the resource-requirement vector of each task cluster is to the mean vector, the better is the equalization effect. The task-cluster resource-requirement mean vector is expressed as Rc = [Rc 1 , . . . , Rc l , . . . , Rc L ], where Rc l is the mean value of the l-th class of resources after clustering all the tasks; it can be calculated as shown in (6)
The deviation between the resource-requirement vector and the mean vector of task cluster, C k , is depicted by (7): The deviation vector corresponding to the above equation is dev = [dev k ] 1×K ; we use the 1-norm of the deviation vector as a measure of the overall deviation of the task cluster. The smaller the 1-norm, the more balanced are the resource requirements of the task cluster.
The deviation value may be positive or negative. A positive value indicates that the task cluster has a large resource requirement, and that some of the tasks need to be coordinated with the other task clusters; a negative value indicates the opposite. Resource requirement equalization is based on the existing task-clustering, which is based on location clustering, and changes the membership relationship of certain tasks; hence, that the deviation of (7) approaches zero. In addition, to ensure the convergence of the equalization optimization algorithm and avoid the non-convergence caused by the cyclic changing of the membership relationship between different task clusters by the same task, it is stipulated that each task has only one chance to change the cluster membership relationship.
The heuristic equalization optimization algorithm designed in this paper is as follows:
Step 1: Input the initial cluster decision matrix, x, and cluster center-point location. The set of tasks for membership change is Tch = ∅. The number of tasks is I , and the counter q = 1.
Step 2: Calculate the distance between each task location and the cluster center point. Calculate the distance matrix according to (3) , Dc = [Dc ik ] I ×K . Calculate the resource requirement vector of each task cluster according to (1) . Calculate the deviation vector between the resource requirement vector and mean vector according to (7) 
Step 3: Calculate the 1-norm of the deviation vector dev, bz = dev 1 . According to the value of the element in dev, select the task cluster with the least deviation value, C k . According to the distance matrix, Dc, assign the task, T i , closest to the center point of C k to C k , where T i / ∈ Tch ∪ C k . Place T i in set,Tch; Tch = Tch ∪ {T i }.
Step 4: Calculate the deviation vector of the updated task cluster according to (7) , dev = dev k 1×K . Calculate the 1-norm of dev , bz = dev 1 .
Step 5: Determine, if bz ≤ bz. If yes, update the cluster decision matrix, x(x ik = 1 and the remaining elements in the i-th row are zero.). Update the center-point position and distance matrix, Dc, according to (2) and (3) .Update the deviation vector, dev.
Step 6: Determine, if q ≤ I . If yes,q = q + 1, go to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 7.
Step 7: Output the cluster decision matrix, x.
C. FLOW OF THE MULTIVIEW CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
The flow of the multi-view clustering algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3 . 
D. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The K-means algorithm needs to calculate the distances between all the points and each cluster center point, and its time requirement is linearly related to the number of data points. Its complexity is O(N ), where N is the number of cluster points. The heuristic equalization optimization algorithm has only one chance to change the cluster affiliation for each task. As per the worst-case analysis, if all the tasks change the affiliation, up to N cycles are required for calculation. Therefore, the time complexity of the heuristic equalization optimization algorithm is O(N ).
IV. PLATFORM-SET CLUSTERING METHOD BASED ON RESOURCE CAPABILITY BALANCE
The clustering algorithm clusters tasks according to the location information of the task and the resource capability requirement information. In the Holonic-C2 organization, each tactical Holon needs to have a set of platforms capable of executing each task cluster. For the successful completion of the task, the platform-set resource capacity assigned to each task cluster must meet the resource requirements of the task to the greatest extent.
A. PLATFORM-SET CLUSTERING MODEL
Definition 3:
The decision vector of the platform cluster is expressed as follows:
where v jk ∈ {0, 1}, if v jk is unity, platform, P j , is assigned to the platform set that executes task cluster, C k , otherwise v jk is zero. The above-mentioned platform clustering decision vector is a 0-1 type. In order to facilitate the expression of the physical meaning of the decision vector in the algorithm, this paper expresses the integer decision vector as shown in (9):
wherev j ∈ [1, K ] andv ∈ Z; for example, v j = k indicates that platform, P j , is assigned to the tactical Holon platform set that executes task cluster C k . It is to be noted that although the expressions of the decision vectors given by (8) and (9) are different, the physical meaning is the same.
Definition 4: The resource allocation rate (RAR) characterizes the supply of each tactical Holon to the corresponding task-cluster resource requirement. The platform set of the k-th task cluster, C k , is executed as PC k = {PH k 1 , . . . PH k j , . . . , PH k m k }, where m k is the number of platforms that perform task cluster C k . The resource allocation rate of the l-th resource of task cluster C k is expressed by (10) .
The resource allocation rate matrix RAR = [RAR kl ] K ×L . The resource allocation rate of each task cluster is expressed as follows:
The overall resource allocation rate of the corresponding platform clustering scheme is expressed by (12) :
To better accomplish the tasks in each cluster, the tactical Holon resource allocation rate should be as high as possible. According to the equilibrium theory, the more balanced the overall allocation ratio of each task cluster, the greater is the overall resource allocation ratio. Therefore, this paper considers the variance of the resource allocation rate of each task cluster as the objective function of the optimization.
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The smaller the variance, the more balanced is the resource allocation, and the better is the overall resource allocation rate.
The optimized objective function is expressed by (13) :
where RARc is the mean of the resource allocation rate for each task cluster, which can be calculated as shown in (14) .
The constraint is that the value of the element in the decision vector should be an integer in [1, K ] , as shown in (15).
In addition, there is a constraint that each platform can be assigned to only one tactical Holon platform set. As the above integer-type decision vector representation determines that each v j can only have one value, it is ensured that each platform can only be assigned one tactical Holon platform set. The above problem is an NP problem and can usually be solved using an intelligent optimization algorithm.
B. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM BASED ON NEIGHBORHOOD SEARCH
The artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC) [26] , [27] is a swarm intelligence optimization algorithm proposed by the Turkish scholar Karaboga in 2005. It is a bionic intelligent calculation method for simulating the bee colony to find an excellent honey source, and includes many characteristics of modern optimization algorithms. The algorithm is extensively used in communication, signal and image processing, data mining, parameter optimization, and several other fields because of its strong global optimization ability, fast convergence, and good versatility. In general, the application of the ABC algorithm is limited to the problem of dealing with continuous, unconstrained, single-objective deterministic optimization problems. Further research is needed to deal with discrete optimization problems.
The clustering problem of the platform set is a discrete integer programming problem. Each iteration of the ABC algorithm randomly generates many infeasible solutions in real number field. Using the heuristic algorithm for neighborhood search, the infeasible solution can be corrected into a feasible solution in integer field, which helps the ABC algorithm to find more feasible solutions and enhance the optimization ability of the algorithm. To improve the processing ability of the ABC algorithm for discrete optimization problems, this paper proposes a neighborhood search mechanism to optimize the relationship between the continuous and discrete spaces. An ABC algorithm based on the neighborhood search (NS-ABC) is designed for dealing with the above-mentioned unconstrained cluster optimization model.
1) NEIGHBORHOOD SEARCH MECHANISM
As a type of group algorithm, the population of ABC algorithm exists in the form of a non-integer in the optimization process. The neighborhood search mechanism [28] - [30] aims to realize the mapping between the infeasible non-integer solution and a feasible integer solution.
Definition 5: The number neighborhood space is a feasible solution set formed by converting the non-integer elements in the current solution, v, into adjacent integers. Suppose the current solution isv = [v 1 , . . . ,v j , . . . ,v J ] , where ∀v j ∈ R; the neighborhood space of v is expressed by (16) .
where indicates a rounded-up operation, indicates a rounded-down operation, mod is the remainder operation, and K is the number of platform sets.
The method for constructing the neighborhood space using the integer remainder method is given in (16) . This method can realize the mapping from a positive integer domain to a feasible solution space. The neighborhood space mapping method can be used in the process of solving the above model. Considering the range constraints of the decision variables, the solution of the model is transformed into the solution of the unconstrained integer programming problem.
The fitness value is the basis of the algorithm's iterative judgment. According to the design goal of the above model, the fitness function of the platform clustering optimization problem is expressed by (17) .
The steps involved in the neighborhood search algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Input the platform clustering decision vector,v, with the data type as real. The number of clusters is K and the counter, p = 1.
Step 2: Convert the real platform's clustering decision vector,v, into the initial standard integer decision vector,v 0 , according to (18) . Calculate the fitness ofv 0 (the fitness value is denoted as Fit 0 ) and build the neighborhood space, NS, forv.v
where [] is the operation for selecting the most recent integer.
Step 3: Select the adjacent decision vector ofv op relative to position,v p , from neighborhood space, NS. Calculate the fitness ofv op according to (17) (the fitness value is denoted as Fit op ). If Fit op < Fit 0 ,v 0 =v op , p = p+1.
Step 4: Determine, whether p ≤ J , if yes, go to step 3, otherwise go to step 5;
Step 5: Output the integer platform clustering decision vector,v 0 .
2) NS-ABC ALGORITHM FLOW
The ABC algorithm divides the population into three types: scout bees, recruited bees, and onlooker bees. Bees that randomly search for honey sources are scout bees, those that search for new honey sources near a certain honey source are recruited bees, and bees that can select a new honey source among the existing honey sources are onlooker bees. The three types of bees search for the solution space using different search mechanisms.
(1) Honey-source initialization The honey source for all the bees is expressed as V = (V 1 , . . . , V nb , . . . , V Nb ), where Nb is the number of populations,
nb is the j-th component of the J -dimensional solution vector of the nb-th individual of the population, and V j nb ∈ {1, 2, .., K }. V (0) is the initial bee population. V (ite) represents the recruited bee population after ite generations. Nb feasible solutions are randomly generated in the initial stage, and the randomly generated feasible solutions are expressed by (19) .
where rand is a random number in the interval (0, 1).
(2) Local search operation for the recruited bees A bee of the ite generation searches for a new honey source near the current position, and its position is updated as shown in (20) .
where rand is a random number in the interval (-1, 1). (3) Probability selection operation for the onlooker bees We select an individual from the recruited bee population as the onlooker bee, with a selection probability, Ps. Assuming that the fitness values of all the honey source locations are [Fit 1 (ite), .., Fit nb (ite), . . . , Fit Nb (ite)], the probability that the recruited bee, V nb , is selected can be calculated as shown in (21) (22) (23) .
where
(4) Location update operation for scout bees If the recruited bee does not find a better position after the number of search times, lm nb , reaches a certain threshold, Lmax, the bee is converted into a scout bee, and the position of the scout is re-randomly initialized; the position update method is shown in (24) .
The steps involved in the NS-ABC are as follows.
Step 1: Initialization parameters: the total number of bee populations is Nb, where the number of recruited bees is Ng, the number of scout bees is Ns, the maximum number of local searches is Lmax, the iteration algebra ite=1, and the maximum number of iterations is NG, the local search time vector is lm = [lm 1 , . . . , lm nb , . . . , lm Nb ], where lm nb = 0, ∀nb ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nb}.
Step 2: Initialize the honey source and randomly generate Nb feasible solutions, V (1) = (V 1 , . . . , V nb , . . . , V Nb ) . Calculate the fitness value of all the honey source locations, Fit(1) = [Fit 1 (1), .., Fit nb (1), . . . , Fit Nb (1) ]. Record the individual, V nb , with the least fitness value and place it in the optimal honey source set, BC.
Step 3: All the bees are recruited bees, which perform local search near the honey source, and obtain a new honey source location with a non-integer number. The neighborhood search algorithm is used to optimize the honey source for obtaining a feasible honey source location, V = Step 4: Calculate the selection probability of the recruited bees according to (21) Step 5: Determine, if lm nb >Lmax. If yes, V nb is converted into a scout bee, and the position is updated according to (20) . Calculate the fitness values of all the honey source locations, Fit(ite) = [Fit 1 (ite), .., Fit nb (ite), . . . , Fit Nb (ite)]. Record the honey source with the least fitness value and place it in the optimal honey source set, BC.ite=ite+1.
Step 6ĄFDetermine, if ite ≤ NG. If yes, go to step 3; otherwise, select the honey source, V nb , with the least fitness value from set, BC, and output V nb .
3) ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The time complexity of the neighborhood search algorithm is related to the number of platforms, and its complexity is O(J ), where J is the number of platforms. The time complexity of the NS-ABC algorithm is linear with the number of populations, number of platforms, and number of iterations. Its complexity is O(Nb · J · NG), where Nb is the number of populations, J is the number of platforms, and NG is the number of iterations. 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To verify the validity of the proposed model and algorithm, simulation was performed using MATLAB R2015a on an Inter(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU 2.50-GHz computer.
A. EXPERIMENT-1
To verify the effectiveness of the multiview clustering algorithm, in this paper, the location information and resource requirement information of 30 tasks were randomly generated as follows: The location information was generated randomly in the interval [0, 100], and the resource requirement information was randomly selected from the integer interval [0, 10] , as shown in Table 1 . The number of task clusters, K = 4.
Figs. 4 and 5 display the clustering results with the K-Means algorithm and MVCOA algorithm, respectively. From Fig. 4 , it can be observed that the K-Means algorithm effectively realizes clustering based on the task location information, and the MVCOA algorithm adjusts the attribution relationship of certain tasks based on the K-Means algorithm. The comparison of the total resource requirements of each cluster under the two algorithms is depicted in Fig. 6 . The K-Means algorithm does not consider the resource requirement perspective during clustering and leads to imbalance resource requirements among task clusters. The MVCOA algorithm effectively achieves resource requirement balance for each cluster.
B. EXPERIMENT-2
In order to verify the validity of the method statistically, 50 Monte Carlo simulations were designed, and the location and resource requirement information of 30 tasks were randomly generated each time. The average distance of the tasks in the task cluster was used as an indicator to measure the advantages and disadvantages of location clustering. The smaller the index, the better is the algorithm. The standard deviation of each task cluster resource requirement was used as an indicator to measure the balance of resources. The smaller the deviation, the better is the balance. The box plots of the 50 simulation results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 .
These figures depict the performance comparison of the K-Means and MVCOA algorithms with respect to two perspectives. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the K-Means algorithm is superior to the MVCOA algorithm in terms of the average distance index, while Fig. 8 demonstrates that the MVCOA algorithm is superior to the K-Means algorithm in terms of the balance index. This is mainly because the MVCOA algorithm focuses on optimizing the balance of the resource requirements, while sacrificing the distances of certain task clusters. K-Means algorithm can only cluster tasks based on task location. Although MVCOA sacrifices the average distance among tasks, it makes the resource requirements among task clusters more balanced. MVCOA is more suitable for clustering tasks.
C. EXPERIMENT-3
In order to verify the effectiveness of the NS-ABC, we designed a new experiment based on experiment-1. We randomly generated the resource capability information of 50 platforms, which are random integers in the interval [0, 10], as shown in Table 2 . We verified the superiority of the NS-ABC algorithm, compared to the classical ABC and evolutionary algorithms, and the genetic algorithm (GA). The clustering results of the obtained platform set are shown in Tables 3 -5 .
The parameters of the NS-ABC and ABC algorithms were set as follows: the total number of bee populations: Nb=100, where the number of recruited bees: Ng=50; the number of Scout bees: Ns=100, maximum number of local searches: Lmax=180, and the maximum number of iterations: NG=200.
The parameters of the GA algorithm were set as follows: the total number of populations was 100, the maximum number of iterations was 200, the population crossover probability was 0.7, and the mutation probability was 0.1.
These platform set clustering results obtained by the three algorithms are shown in Tables 3-5 . According to three clustering schemes, Fig. 9 shows the comparison of resource allocation rates. The resource allocation rate of each platform set obtained by the NS-ABC algorithm is higher and the distribution is balanced. The results obtained by the ABC algorithm are also balanced, but the resource allocation rate is slightly lower than the NS-ABC algorithm, which indicates that the NS-ABC algorithm has better optimization ability than the ABC algorithm. As a result of the GA algorithm, the resource allocation rate of some platform sets is high, but its balance is insufficient. Therefore, the GA algorithm of resource balance clustering is weaker than the NS-ABC algorithm and the ABC algorithm. 
D. EXPERIMENT-4
To verify the superiority of the NS-ABC algorithm, we compared it statistically with the ABC and GA. For fair comparison, we compared the performances of the algorithms during the same time period. In the experiment, the number of iterations was not set, but the single algorithm running time was set to 2s. We conducted 50 Monte Carlo simulations based on experiment-2, and randomly generated the resource performance information for 50 platforms per experiment. The resource allocation rate of the tactical Holon platform set was used as an indicator to measure the clustering effect. The larger the indicator, the better is the clustering effect of the platform. The standard deviation of the resource supply rate of each platform was used as an indicator to measure Figs.10, 11, and 12 display the statistics of the resource supply rates of four platform sets in the 50 Monte Carlo simulations conducted using the NS-ABC, ABC, and GA algorithms. All the three algorithms found good solutions. Overall, the NS-ABC and ABC algorithms demonstrated better optimization ability for the platform clustering problem, compared to the GA during the same time period. Fig.13 shows the statistical comparison of the clustering equilibrium for the three algorithms. The resource balances obtained by the NS-ABC and ABC algorithm were significantly better than that of the GA algorithm. Fig.14compares the clustering balance between the NS-ABC and ABC algorithms. In terms of the balance index, the NS-ABC algorithm was better than the ABC algorithm. In summary, the NS-ABC algorithm was superior to the ABC and GA algorithms in solving the platform clustering problem. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the construction of the Holonic-C2 organization structure. The basic structure of the Holonic-C2 organization was designed, its structural characteristics were analyzed, and the basic components of the Holonic-C2 organization were presented. Further, the key processes involved in the construction of the Holonic-C2 organization structure, namely, task-cluster and platform-set clustering were studied. Further, based on the characteristics of the respective clustering problems, a resource balance evaluation measure was designed and the cluster was constructed. Optimized mathematical models were proposed, and the MVCOA and NS-ABC algorithms were proposed and applied, respectively, for solving the two clustering models. Finally, Monte Carlo simulations were performed, which verified the effectiveness of the proposed model and the superiority of the proposed algorithm.
